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Abstract
Websites offering daily deal offers have received widespread attention from the end-users. The
objective of such Websites is to provide time limited discounts on goods and services in the
hope of enticing more customers to purchase such goods or services. The success of daily deal
Websites has given rise to meta-level daily deal aggregator services that collect daily deal
information from across the Web. Due to some of the unique characteristics of daily deal
Websites such as high update frequency, time sensitivity, and lack of coherent information
representation, many deal aggregators rely on human intervention to identify and extract deal
information. In this paper, we propose an approach where daily deal information is identified,
classified and properly segmented and localized. Our approach is based on a semi-supervised
method that uses sentence-level features of daily deal information on a given Web page. Our
work offers i) a set of computationally inexpensive discriminative features that are able to
effectively distinguish Web pages that contain daily deal information; ii) the construction and
systematic evaluation of machine learning techniques based on these features to automatically
classify daily deal Web pages; and iii) the development of an accurate segmentation algorithm
that is able to localize and extract individual deals from within a complex Web page. We have
extensively evaluated our approach from different perspectives, the results of which show
notable performance.

1. Introduction
The World Wide Web has given rise to a digital marketplace where goods and services of all
varieties are sold. This arena is no longer the domain of solely traditional brick and mortar retail
outlets. Forrester research predicts, by 2017, Americans will spend $370 billion via ecommerce, up from $262 billion in 2013; it is also expected that e-commerce growth will
outpace sales growth at bricks-and-mortar stores over the next five years [Mulpuru et al., 2013].
Perhaps the greatest indicator of this phenomenon is the emergence of deal collectors and deal
aggregation services. Deal collector sites, such as GROUPON, have staffed 10,000 employees
to locate special product offers that bargain hunters are on constant lookout for [Ghigliotty,
2011]. A plethora of such sites have lead to the creation of deal aggregators – sites that track
bargains found by multiple deal collectors. Even Google, arguably the reigning king of search
engines, has its own deal locator service known as Google Offers. However, Google’s
dominance in information retrieval has yet to extend to Google Offers which is still in its infancy
with only a beta deployment to a handful of cities. This suggests there is still an opportunity to
make a significant impact in this category of Web search.
For deal aggregator Websites to be successful, they need to effectively handle the challenge of
identifying and indexing a large majority, if not all, of the daily deals that are offered in different
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place across the Web. Unlike traditional e-commerce Websites such as Amazon and eBay,
daily deal Websites have features that are unique such as:
1. High frequency of change: The content of daily deal Websites is updated very frequently,
e.g., deals can be posted on a deal Website and expire only after a couple of hours.
Therefore, the detection and dissemination of deal information is very time sensitive;
2. Lack of content classification: Daily deals are often posted on deal Websites in the form
of a long list of items often without proper categorization. Unlike other e-commerce
Websites that list categorically similar items besides each other, daily deal Websites
often have other criteria for listing items such as the amount of time remaining before the
expiry of a deal; therefore, items in a list could be quite heterogeneous;
3. Scarcity of product or service description: The deals that are listed on daily deal
Websites often do not contain the complete description of the products or services that
are offered. Typically, it is only an overview that is provided and the users are
encouraged to visit the actual product or service Web page for more detailed
information.
Given such characteristics, many deal aggregators rely highly on human intervention to identify
and extract daily deals from the Web. It is upon employees of daily deal aggregators to
manually or semi-manually browse through daily deal Websites and collect the information in a
timely and accurate manner. Clearly, this is a time-consuming, expensive and tedious task. Our
main objective in the work presented in this paper is to address this challenge in order to reduce
deal aggregators’ heavy reliance on human intervention for finding daily deals. With this
research objective in mind, we propose intelligent deal crawler technology that is able to quickly
and accurately crawl the Web, identify Web pages that contain deal information, and properly
segment such Web pages into localized segments that contain only one individual daily deal.
These localized daily deals are indexed as to contribute to the automated aggregation of a daily
deal dataset. In particular, our work offers the following contributions:
1. The identification of effective and computationally inexpensive set of features that are
able to discriminate between Web pages that consist of daily deal information and those
that do not;
2. The construction and systematic comparison of different learning machines based on the
identified features that can efficiently classify pages as containing daily deal information
with emphasis on both recall and precision;
3. The development of a segmentation algorithm capable of determining the number of
daily deals present on a given Web page, and accurately localizing those segments of
the page that contains information about one particular deal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews background literature as it
pertains to Web page classification and segmentation. Section 3 provides an overview of our
proposed approach, which is followed by the description of the selected discriminant features
and technical details of the proposed approach. We report on five different forms of extensive
evaluation that we have performed on various aspects of our approach in Section 4. The paper
is then concluded with some important points of discussion, future work and concluding
remarks.
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2. Background
The approach proposed in this paper, further referred to as the Deal Finder approach, consists
of three main phases: 1) Web page classification into deal and no-deal pages (candidate
selection), 2) segmentation of deal-pages (identifying regions of the page that do and do not
contain products) and 3) localization of individual deals within the segmented page. Accordingly,
in this section we give a concise overview of the previous research work in the areas of Web
page classification (Section 2.1) and Web page segmentation (Section 2.2) in order to properly
position our work with respect to the existing knowledge and work in the field.

2.1 Web Page Classification
Web page classification can be defined as a supervised learning task of assigning a Web page
to one or more of predefined categories. These categories can be related, for instance, to the
topic of the page (e.g., politics, culture, sport), or function of the page (e.g., homepage, deal
page), or the presence of spam or pornographic content on the page. Based on the number of
categories used in a particular classification task, one can distinguish between binary and
multiclass classification tasks. A distinction is also made between single-label and multi-label
classification, where the former means that only one class can be assigned to an instance, while
the latter allows for assigning more than one class to each instance. Finally, classification can
be divided into hard or strict (an instance is definitively assigned to one of the classes) and soft
(an instance is assigned a probability of being a member of each of the considered classes).
There are also other ways of categorizing the classification task, but these four are of relevance
for the problem/task we deal with. In particular, our task of classifying Web pages into deal vs.
no-deal pages can be characterized as functional, binary, single-label and strict classification.
Qi and Davidson [2009] have provided an excellent review of the features and algorithms used
for performing the classification tasks, with a special emphasis on the utilization and benefits of
Web-specific features and methods. As for features, they made a broad distinction between onpage features and features of neighbours; the former include features located on the page to be
classified, whereas the latter comprise features of pages that are in some way related to the
page to be classified (e.g., parent, child, neighbour). For instance, Chau & Chen [2008]
proposed a method for binary, single-label Web page classification that relies on a combination
of on-site features (the content and URL of the Web page) and neighbour features (the content
of the page’s neighbours). These features served as inputs to the Neural Network (NN) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers these authors experimented with. The NN classifier
proved to be significantly better than SVM both in terms of accuracy and F-measure. In the work
presented in [Selamat et al., 2003], a neural net was used for a multiple category Web Page
classifier for newspaper sports articles trained on the most frequently occurring words. Fiol-Roig
et al. [2011] experimented with multiple variants of decision trees and recorded a 91% (±1%)
Web page classification accuracy amongst the variants.
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The approach proposed in this paper is based on the on-page features, thus we further consider
only this category of features. Most often on-site features are text-based features, that is,
features that can be derived from the text of a Web page. Typical features of this type include:
bag-of-words and/or n-gram representation of the page content, summary of the page content,
HTML tags, and URL of the page. For instance, Ozel [2011] proposed a Genetic Algorithm
(GA)-based Web page classifier which uses as its input a set of features comprised of all the
terms from the page and their corresponding HTML tags. Since the created feature set tends to
be overly large, terms from similar HTML tags (e.g., <strong>, <em>, <b> and <i>) are grouped
to reduce the number of features. Furthermore, different weights are assigned to each feature
and these weights are determined by the GA. An interesting set of features, partly text-based,
was proposed by Selamat & Omatu [2004] as an input for a NN-based Web page classifier. To
tackle the problem of classifying news articles into several different sport-related categories,
they combine two different kinds of features: 1) features obtained by applying Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to a Web page represented by the term-frequency-weighting
scheme; and 2) the class-profile features which are, in fact, manually selected, most frequent
words in each class weighted using an entropy-weighting scheme. The proposed classification
method proved particularly effective (in terms of classification accuracy) for classes that are
represented with a small number of documents in the dataset. Chen & Hsieh [2006] also rely on
the text of a Web page for the creation of two feature sets: 1) semantic features obtainable by
applying Latent Semantic Analysis to the page text; and 2) ‘regular’ text features (e.g., the
number of words and keywords, and the keywords-to-words ratio). Each feature set serves as
input to an SVM-based classifier, and a voting policy is defined to determine the final
classification of a page based on the results of the two classifiers.
Text-based features are sometimes combined with other kinds of on-site features, such as
visual features, i.e., features derived from the visual representation of a page (as rendered by a
Web browser). For instance, Ahmadi et al. [2011] makes use of three kinds of on-site features to
develop a classifier capable of detecting pornographic Web pages. In particular, besides a set of
text-based features (e.g., number of words, keywords and black-words), they also use a set of
features comprising information about the page structure (links, images, videos, tooltips and the
like), as well as a set of features derived from images on the page (specifically, topological and
shape-based characteristics extracted from the skin region of images). These feature sets serve
as input to three classifiers (one feature set per classifier) that are combined in a hierarchical
structure to obtain the final robust classifier.
Our focus in the presented work is on text-based features. Namely, we focus on the bag-ofwords representation of the page, and a set of features derived through part of speech tagging
and name entity recognition over the textual content of the page as described in section 3.1.

2.2 Web Page Segmentation
The task of Web page segmentation has been approached with methods that could be
classified into: template-based, vision-based, and tag-based [Kang et al., 2010]. As their name
suggest, template-based methods require the creation of templates that would be used for the
segmentation of a page into different content blocks. Initial methods assumed manual creation
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of templates that typically comprise regular expression rules. However, as the task of template
creation is laborious and needs to be repeated for each domain, novel approaches tend to
automate it through the use of Machine Learning (ML) techniques. However, these approaches
require a considerable number of Web pages for training the ML algorithm and building a
template, so they also have not completely solved the problem. Another deficiency of templatebased methods is that they rely on the DOM (Document Object Model) structure of Web pages.
This allows for segmenting a page based on the structural information, i.e., on the structure of
the page’s DOM tree, but not on the content of individual DOM nodes.
Vision-based segmentation methods try to overcome these challenges through heuristic rules
based on the visual or layout information of a Web page (after page rendering) such as font size
and color, and distance between paragraphs. These methods rely on the assumption that
similar content blocks are located close to one another and are visually similar. A well known
work in this category is the VIPS (Vision-based Page Segmentation) algorithm developed by
Microsoft researchers Cai et al. [2003]. However, as both the structure and visual appearance of
Web pages tend to change rather often, rules that rely on them need to be frequently
maintained which reduces the efficiency and appeal of the vision-based methods.
Tag-based methods rely on a predefined set of content-bearing tags and identify content blocks
by measuring distance between such tags. For instance, an early work that followed this
approach relied on the use of the <table> tag as the indicator of a content block [Lin & Ho,
2002]. However, as this way of structuring Web pages became obsolete, more recent work rely
on other HTML tags (e.g., <p>, <ul>, <hr>) for segmentation of Web pages into content blocks
(e.g., [Debnath et al., 2005]).
More recently, trying to overcome the observed deficiencies of the three aforementioned
categories of segmentation methods, the research community came up with some completely
novel approaches. For example, Kohlschütter and Nejdl [2008] approach the problem of Web
page segmentation from a quantitative linguistic point of view, that is, as a problem of identifying
significant changes of certain statistical properties within the textual content of a Web page. In
particular, they experimented with token-level text density (the number of tokens in a text
fragment) and demonstrated that their Block Fusion algorithm for Web page segmentation, that
relies on this statistical feature of the text performs significantly better than the state-of-the-art
graph-theoretic algorithm [Chakrabarti et al., 2008].
Another interesting approach to Web page segmentation is given in [Vineel, 2009]. The main
idea is to characterize each node of the DOM tree structure of a Web page with two features:
content size and entropy. The former feature indicates the amount of textual content contained
in a node (and its child nodes), whereas the latter measures the presence of local patterns
within the node’s subtree (the more repetitive the patterns are, the higher the entropy of the
respective node). These features of a page’s DOM tree are used as an input to an unsupervised
algorithm that automatically identifies segments of the given Web page.
Our approach is most closely related to the work of Kang et al. [2010] whose method of Web
page segmentation is based on recognizing repetitive tag patterns in the DOM tree structure of
a page. This method is rooted in the observation that well structured and repetitive layouts are
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often used in Web pages to provide end users with consistent information. The proposed
algorithm detects repetitive HTML tag patterns (named key patterns) in a Web page, and
generates virtual nodes which correspond to page blocks, that is, primary units of page
segmentation.

3. Proposed Method
Our method for the automation of identifying and localizing deal-specific information from the
natural language text within a Web page is illustrated in Figure 1. We outline the tasks of our
Deal Crawler as follows:
(a) A stack of candidate Web page URLs that may contain information on our target domain
(deals) is obtained from a user or through automated Web-searches of known products.
This preliminary step “seeds” the crawler for its starting point(s) in the analysis process.
(b) If stack is not empty then a URL is popped off the stack, and its HTML content is retrieved
by a HTTP client.
(c) A trained binary classifier determines whether the text of the Web page contains deal
information or not using our proposed classifier (Section 3.1). If the page is classified as
not containing deals then it is discarded and the process repeats at step (b).
(d) Those pages classified as deal undergo page segmentation resulting in several segments
per page (Section 3.2).
(e) Each of the extracted segments will in turn be recursively classified in an effort to localize
individual products within each segment. This process is detailed in Section 3.3.
(f) Identified individual deals(products) are stored for later use for various applications
(personal shopping assistants, product-specific domain searches, product data
warehousing/trend analysis, and so forth).
(g) The deal page is then searched for URLs to other pages, and the identified URLs are
added to the stack of candidate pages for consideration. The stack is sorted in
descending order using a calculated deal-class-membership ratio thus placing those
pages of higher confidence (most likely deals) towards the top (Section 4.2). Pipeline
repeats at step (b) until the candidates stack is empty.
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of words. This resulted in an additional seven features (B-H) such as currency, percentage and
organization entities, among others. Part of speech tagging is also used to include features that
identify simple counts such as average dollar value of a block of sentences (I) and number of
symbols (such as punctuation marks) in the block (L). Named entity recognition and part of
speech detection for features (B-H) was provided through the OpenNLP framework
(http://opennlp.apache.org/).
Table 2. Features extracted for training and testing (ALL).
Reference

Name

Description

Source

A

Words

Frequently appearing words in the sentence block and
their synonyms and other related words obtained via
WordNet.

B

ner_dateI

Number of dates identified through Named Entity
Recognition (NER)

C

ner_organizationI

Number of organization instances identified through NER

D

ner_timeI

Number of time-related instances identified through NER

E

ner_locationI

Number of location instances identified through NER

F

ner_percentageI

Number of percentages identified through NER

G

ner_moneyI

Number of money values identified through NER

H

ner_personI

Number of person instances identified through NER

I

sym_dollarAvgI

The average dollar value identified through POS tagging.

J

sym_percentAvgI

The average percentage identified through POS tagging

K

sym_CD_posI

Count of numerical values identified through POS
tagging

L

sym_SYM_posI

Count of symbols identified through POS tagging

WORDNET

Named
Entity
Recognition
(NER)

Part Of
Speech
(POS)
Tagging

Utilizing these features, a set of cluster groups are found with Expectation/Maximization (EM) to
identify deal versus non-deal characteristics within each group. The set of input sentences
necessary for supervised training of the EM were comprised of both positive (deal) and negative
(no-deal) examples. Positive training samples came from our industrial partner, a deal
aggregator, which pools thousands of products from hundreds of deal and product sites on a
daily basis. Negative training examples were obtained through texts that are either available
under the Creative Commons license or are in the public domain and are accessible through
repositories such as Project Guttenberg (http://www.gutenberg.org/). Table 3 gives an example
of such negative sentences along with probability computed by the deal classifier.
Table 3. ‘Negative’ sentences taken from the text “Marlborough and the War of the Spanish
Succession, 1955.” with deal probability.
NEGATIVE (non-deal) SENTENCE
On reaching The Hague in July Marlborough at once entered into

DEAL PROBABILITY [0, 1.0]
0.020
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negotiations for a last-minute settlement with France and Spain.
That having failed, he began the reconstruction of a Grand Alliance
against Louis XIV.

0.024

King William remained in the background, wisely leaving the Earl to
treat with the ambassadors from the various courts of Europe.

0.086

Together, these positive and negative sources created a training corpus of 1.6 million sentence
vectors2, where each tuple of the vector υ = {A, B, … , L} represents a feature of Table 2.
Once this EM model is learnt, a probability can be computed for a block of sentences using a
Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier. A sentence block is a sequential grouping of one or more
sentences such as a paragraph of text. The NB classifier calculates the probability that a
sentence block belongs to each EM cluster, and then a weighted average across all clusters
completes the calculation. Formally, given n-clusters (Cn), discovered through EM learning, and
f features (Ff) of the sentence block S, the probability of S belonging to a cluster Ci , denoted
P(Ci|S), using Naïve Bayes is:

|

1
..

where α is the normalization constant.
A sentence block is classified as consistent with containing deal-like content if the sum of the
likelihood of being a deal within all EM clusters exceeds a set threshold τ:

|

|

2

..

We have set this threshold (τ) to 0.90, and later provide empirical evidence for the chosen value
(Section 4.5). Tables 1 and 3 show examples of this calculation.
The ratio of deal sentence blocks to no-deal sentences is compared to a threshold value (Γ) to
determine the final deal/no-deal classification of a Web page. Formally, let Q be the set
containing a web-page’s sentence blocks. Let R be the subset of sentence blocks within Q that
satisfies equation 2. Then, a page is classified as a deal page if the following condition is met:

lim

→| \ |

| |

Γ

3

We also include a sanity check where if the Web page meets this threshold but does not contain
any monetary artifacts, as determined by named entity recognition, then the Web page must be
2

The corpus can be downloaded for replication studies from http://ls3.rnet.ryerson.ca/corpus1/
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classified as ‘no-deal’. This is to filter out those sites that describe a product, but are not selling
the product. Examples of this are vacation blogs that describe seasonal travel packages and
product review pages. By disabling this sanity check, the classifier can be extended to identify
general product pages whether or not the products are for purchase.

3.2 Web Page Segmentation
Web page segmentation is the process of partitioning a Web page into logically grouped
sections either visually, structurally, or semantically to form cohesive objects [Kang et al., 2010].
It is a highly active area of research with numerous approaches: machine learning algorithms,
text-based algorithms, pattern matching algorithms, graph-based algorithms, and rule-based
algorithms [Yesilada, 2011].
In our work, we segment Web pages based on the structure of the Web page defined by HTML
tags and by the semantic textual clues obtained through natural language processing. Our
cohesive object is the localization of individual product offerings with supporting information
such as description, price, and duration.
After the binary deal classifier deems a Web page as containing deals, the page is iteratively
partitioned into smaller blocks by dividing its content based on the HTML structure, starting at
the most general (outermost) block level. The textual elements within this block are combined
and submitted to the classifier and evaluated in the same manner as described in Section 3.1.
However, rather than evaluating the text of the entire page, only the text within this candidate
segment is considered. If this block is classified as deal, it is split into smaller segments and in
turn each segment is recursively examined by the classifier for deals.
The boundary for division is determined based on the longest sequence of HTML tags of the
greatest frequency. For example, consider the sequence of HTML tags: <div class>,<div
style>,<hr>,<div class>,<div style><br>. The longest frequent pattern would be <div class>,<div
style> occurring twice in the sequence. This partitioning scheme is similar to the work of [Kang
et al., 2010], and we extend the concept by including patterns that involve both the html tag and
tag attributes (<div class>) instead of only the HTML tag (<div>). This allows for more varied
frequent patterns and results in a better narrowing of the desired deal sections of the Web page.
The process repeats iteratively for each newly segmented block until either the block is
classified as containing no deals, or a frequent pattern of open HTML tags cannot be found. A
sanity check that involves part-of-speech tagging ensures there is a minimum amount of
semantic information preserved in each block and reduces the chance of over segmentation.
The result of this process is a segmentation tree where each leaf node represents either a deal
or no-deal segment of the Web page. Our algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1 and described
below.
We initialize the algorithm with a set (C) that contains the starting partitioning of the Web page
at the coarsest level of granularity. Hence, this set begins with a single partition - the entire Web
page (1.1). Each block in this set is classified as either deal or no-deal using the Naïve Bayes
classifier described in Section 3.1 (2.2). Blocks labeled as no-deal are ignored with no further
segmenting since they do not contain product offers of interest (deals). For those blocks
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classified as deal, a frequent pattern is determined using the technique described above where
the block is split into multiple segments along this pattern and added into our current block set C
(2.4). Segmentation is complete when there are no further blocks in set C to classify and split
(2).
Input: The HTML content of a Web page to be segmented
Output: The input page partitioned into deal and no-deal regions
Algorithm:
1. Let C be a set of candidate blocks of a Web page.
1.1 Initialize C with the outermost block. Typically C←<HTML>…</HTML>
2. WHILE C is non-empty DO
2.1 Let N = {} (empty set)
2.2 FOR BLOCK in C DO
2.1.1 classify BLOCK as deal or no-deal.
2.1.2 IF BLOCK is deal THEN
2.1.2.1 add BLOCK to set N. N ← N + BLOCK
2.1.3 END IF
2.3 END FOR
/* NEXT BLOCK */
2.4 FOR ƒ in N DO
2.4.1 Find the longest frequent pattern (LFP) HTML sequence of block ƒ.
2.4.2 IF (LFP exists) THEN
2.4.2.1 Let β be the set of blocks split along the LFP sequence
2.4.2.2 Add β to set C. C ← C + β
2.4.3 END IF
2.5 END FOR /* NEXT ƒ */
3 END WHILE

Algorithm 1: The Segmentation/Localization algorithm

3.3 Deal Localization
Our objective is to semi-automate the process of identifying deal-like Web sites and individual
product offerings for ultimate inclusion in a searchable database. The visual appearance and
structure of a candidate Web page varies greatly. Furthermore, the degree of information
available for a product also varies substantially with some sites offering supplementary
descriptions, savings, discounts, value, and expiry data while others give only the mandatory
product name and price fields. Consequently, determining the optimal stopping point in the
segmentation tree is challenging; thus we have established a post-partitioning algorithm to
further refine the output.
The most favorable partitioning is a block that contains a single product with price and name
information and as many applicable supplementary fields available. Accordingly, we have
devised heuristic rules to help enforce the desired characteristics; namely that each localized
area: 1) contains a single product and 2) contains at least minimally sufficient information of
product name and price.
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which none were consid
dered
worthy of the deal la
abel. Therefo
ore Rule 1 is
s applied re sulting in making node 122 a leaf o
of the
tree. Hen
nce, this rule
e prevents a deal node from
f
being o
overly segm
mented to a sstate where none
of its children retains
s the deal cla
assification of
o its parent..
es only leaff nodes and only one off its children
n is a deal n
node,
Rule 2: If a deal parent produce
omes the lea
af node.
then the parent beco
In order to understa
and the reas
soning behin
nd this rule,, first consid
der Figure 3 where thiss rule
does not apply.
{58}={{7
74}={10% Off Special Nk'Mip Deserrt Cultural Ce
entre Osoyo
oos Book witth
us and receive 10
0% off regular rates. View
V
Deal} {75}={10% Off Genera
al
Admission Squamis
sh Lil'wat Cu
ultural Centrre Whistler B
Book ticketss online save
e!
Experience Whistle
er's Aborigin
nal heritage at this worrld-class attrraction. View
w
Deal} {7
76}={SEE AL
LL}}
Figure 3:: A tree with two deal children.
Node 58 contains tw
wo individual product offe
erings of “Nkk'Mip Desertt Cultural Ce
entre” and “L
Lil'wat
C
whic
ch were corrrectly partitio
oned into ch ild nodes 74
4 and 75, with non-deal node
Cultural Centre”
76. This divide and
d conquer approach
a
is intuitive: iff a node iss classified as deal, th
hen it
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potentially contains more
m
than a single prod
duct offering . Consequently, if this iss the case, there
must be two or more
e offspring classified as deal
d
nodes.
Converse
ely, consider Figure 4 containing
c
a node (121) with only a single product offering.. This
too produ
uced three offspring
o
butt only one off which was a deal (node 131). Hen
nce, there wa
as no
increase in the number of deals
s from the parent to the children. The rationale
e for this rule
e is if
p
two
o or more de
eal nodes th
hen the pare
ent most like
ely only con
ntains
partitioning did not produce
pring classiffied as non
n-deals are most likelyy suppleme
entary
one individual deal. The offsp
eal representted by the pa
arent.
information to the de
{121}={{{131}={30-m
minute discovery flight and lesson C
C$200 list prrice - 51% offf
- Save C$101}
C
{132
2}={Over 40 Bought} {13
33}={C$ 99}}}

Figure 4:: A parse tre
ee with one deal child; represents
r
tthe sentence
e block “30-minute disco
overy
flight and
d lesson C$2
200 list price
e - 51% off - Save C$101
1 Over 40 Bought C$ 99
9”
Rule 3: A leaf node that
t
is classified as a de
eal but was p
prevented fro
om further ssegmentation
n due
to the pa
art-of-speech
h sanity che
ecking is treated as a n
non-deal nod
de and subjected to Ru
ules 1
and 2.
Figure 5 illustrates when
w
this rule is useful. In this insta
ance, the pa
artitioning ha
as produced
d deal
children 209 (“Save
e $1 on Ge
eneral Admis
ssion”) and 211 (“Bookk online forr $1 off Ge
eneral
Admissio
on”). However, although
h these node
es are classsified as deal, the part--of-speech ssanity
checking
g has determined that there is in
nsufficient te
ext for furth
her recursivve segmenta
ation.
Consequ
uently, the ch
hildren are liikely to have
e been over segmented and that its parent mayy be a
better ch
hoice as a le
eaf node to the tree. He
ence, nodess 209 and 211 are dem
moted to non
n-deal
and rules
s 1 and 2 are
e then applie
ed resulting in node 87 b
becoming a leaf node.

{87}={{2
209}={Save $1 on Gene
eral Admission} {210}={{Vancouver Aquarium
Vancouv
ver} {211}={{Book online
e for $1 off General Ad mission} {21
12}={View
Deal}}
Figure 5:: A tree with
h two deal ch
hildren (209 & 211) flag
gged with few
w part-of-speech tags (m
made
visually distinct
d
by the use of the
e red color).
Figure 6 demonstrate
es the applic
cation of the
ese rules to a branch of a tree. As seen in Part (a) of
the figure
e, Node 52 becomes th
he leaf node
e due to Ru
ule 2. In Parrt (b) of the figure, both
h leaf
nodes 51 and 52 were
w
classified as dea
al nodes, b
but node 51
1 was identified during
g the
segmentation proces
ss as having
g too little se
emantic inforrmation thuss its status re
emains as a deal
node but it is treate
ed as a non
n-deal candidate (Rule 3). Conseq
quently, the parent nod
de 31
s a leaf node
e after apply
ying Rule 2 shown
s
in Pa
art (c) of the
e figure. The children of node
becomes
24 contain only one deal node (3
31). Hence, node 24 beccomes a lea
af node due to Rule 2, shown
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in Part (d) of the figure. Since node 24 is now the sole deal node amongst its siblings (node 23),
the tree is pruned to the parent node 17 depicted in Part (e). The process continues until no
further pruning can be done on the leaf nodes resulting in the final segmentation tree as seen in
Figure 6 Part (f). Figure 7 shows the full original unparsed segmentation tree and the portion of
the tree that underwent the pruning process depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6.. The tree prruning algorithm illustrate
ed (green=d
deal, yellow=
=non-deals, pink=deal no
odes
but segm
mentation sto
opped by san
nity checking
g)

Figure 7:
7 An unparsed segme
entation (da
ashed area)) that unde
erwent the pruning pro
ocess
illustrated
d on Figure 6 (enclosed
d by the dashed line) to produce the
e final prune
ed tree (enclosed
by the so
olid line).

4. Ex
xperimen
nts and E
Evaluatiion
In this se
ection we turrn to the exp
periments we
e have done
e in order to evaluate the
e main phasses of
our proposed Deal Finder
F
appro
oach: 1) ide
entifying a W
Web page ass a potential deal candiidate,
ocalizing indiividual produ
ucts within th
he candidate
e page. We also explore
e the ambigu
uity a
and 2) lo
deal craw
wler might encounter
e
when
w
perform
ming genera
al Web searrches on its quest to fin
nding
worthy candidates
c
fo
or considera
ation (phase
e 1) and the
e difficulty it might havve in pin-pointing
specific products
p
with
hin deal pag
ges (phase 2)
2 .
In this se
ection:
1. We
W examine
e the effecttiveness of the comb ined Naive Bayes an
nd Expectattion /
Maximization
M
(NB/EM) classifier
c
on the classiffication accu
uracy at the
e sentence level
against three
e other com
mmon mac
chine learnin
ng methodss including Support V
Vector
Machine
M
(SVM), Neural Network
N
(NN
N), and Decission Tree (J4
48).
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2. We assess the classification accuracy at the page level. More precisely, these
experiments were aimed at evaluating our method of Web page classification using the
true-to-false ratio (T/F) of labeled sentence blocks.
3. We evaluate the page segmentation and deal localization algorithms by applying the
sentence-level classifier recursively within an area of a Web Page.
4. We explore the impact of a reduced feature set on classification accuracy and propose
an algorithm to perform feature reduction.
5. We justify our choice of threshold parameters for sentence-level classification and
deal/no-deal region determination.

4.1 Evaluation of the Sentence-level Classifier
The core of our method for Web Page classification, segmentation, and deal localization
depends on the ability of the sentence-level classifier to accurately label sentences as deal/nodeal. To evaluate the effectiveness of the Naive Bayes (NB)/Expectation-Maximization (EM)
model, we compared its classification accuracy at the sentence block level with three other
popular machine learning models: support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (J48), and
neural networks (NN). Together these four models comprise a broad range of general machine
learning categories: probability (NB/EM), optimization problem (SVM), graph model (J48) and
activation function (NN). In addition, two different vector normalization techniques were
investigated for training: linear scaling, and z-score normalization. To further improve the
NB/EM classification accuracy, we employed the technique of ensemble voting [Dietterich,
2000]. This method involves training multiple independent classifiers with different, but perhaps
overlapping, training sets. Each classifier provides its own probability calculation to individually
determine deal or no-deal. The final class label is achieved by majority vote of the participating
classifiers thus improving the overall accuracy by consensus. We trained an ensemble of five
NB/EM classifiers. We observed no significant improvement in classification accuracy with more
than five classifiers trained.
The commonplace radial basis function kernel and sigmoid activation function were used for the
SVM and NN models, respectively. The NN model was constructed with n-input neurons (one
neuron for each attribute of the input vector), one hidden layer with neurons and a single
output neuron to indicate boolean deal or no-deal. For J48, the Weka machine learning
framework provided the implementation [Hall et al., 2009]. For SVM, the LibSVM library
provided the functionality [Chang & Lin, 2011], while the Neural Net Framework (NNF,
http://nnf.sourceforge.net) was used for the NN model.
We randomly selected a set of 2000 sentences from our industrial partner’s database for
positive (deal) samples. We complemented this set with 2000 negative (non-deal) samples from
Project Guttenberg, also selected at random, to create a balanced 4000 sample training set. We
transformed this sentence set into vectors using features from Table 2. Specifically, for our
method NB/EM and J48, we constructed feature vectors in the form of <Word[x], ner_dateI,
ner_organizationI,…,sym_SYM_posI> for every word [x] of the training set generating 80,000
individual training vectors with 12 attributes per vector. For SVM and NN, a sparse vector was
constructed for each sentence, where each attribute corresponds to the frequency of a
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recognized word followed by the remaining 11 features from Table 2; the result is a set of 4,000
individual training vectors with an average vector length of 1,811 tuples.
The model was trained and tested using ten-fold cross validation. The initial training set is
divided into 10 equal-sized samples – nine for training and the tenth for testing. This process of
training and testing is repeated 10 times with each of the samples becoming the testing set in
one of the iterations. The average of these results is shown in Table 4 and includes a ± interval
for a 95% confidence.
Table 4. Results of sentence classification for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with 95%
confidence interval (±).
%
Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity

NB/EM

J48

SVM/zscore

SVM/linear
scaling

NN/zscore

NN/linear
scaling

96 ± 0.4

88.7 ± 0.4

77.33 ± 0.2

51.39 ± 0.1

48.3 ± 0.3

48.3 ± 0.2

91 ± 0.4

81.3 ± 0.4

78.1 ± 0.2

0

0

0

99.7 ± 0.3

95.4 ± 0.4

77.5 ± 0.2

100

100

100

The NB/EM model performed the best followed by J48 and SVM/z-score. There was a
noticeable improvement of SVM when trained with z-score normalized vectors versus linear
scaling of the features. NN performed the worst regardless of which normalization method was
used.
For completeness and further insight, Table 4 also includes sensitivity and specificity
observations. The sensitivity statistic reveals how effectively the model can identify a deal
sentence when it actually is a deal sentence. Specificity measures how well the model can
classify a sentence as a non-deal sentence when the sentence it truly non-deal. Our NB/EM
sensitivity results were noticeably better than J48 and SVM/z-score. For specificity, J48 was a
close second. The sensitivity/specificity scores of 0/100 for SVM/linear scaling, NN/z-score, and
NN/linear scaling suggest these models almost always label a sentence as non-deal.
These trained models were further tested. Ten rounds of samples of 600 sentences (300
deal/300 no-deal) were selected at random with replacement. Their individual classification
accuracy was averaged with results given in Figure 8(a), while Figure 8(b) presents the resulting
specificity vs. sensitivity plot. Once again, NB/EM performed the best with J48 a close second.
SVM/z-score had a better than average accuracy whereas SVM/linear, NN/z-score and
NN/linear struggled.
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Figure 8.. (a) Average
e classification accuracy
y for ten roun
nds of rando
omly sample
ed sentencess. (b)
Specificitty versus Se
ensitivity plott.
In the ne
ext series of tests, the models were retrained witth two differrent sets of ffeatures. The
e first
set consisted of only
y the Words
s feature (A)) while the ssecond set ccontained all features exxcept
words (A
ALL–A). The
e words (A) versus the--rest (ALL–A
A) test was performed to determine the
impact off this core atttribute (Worrds). Results
s are given i n Table 5.
Table 5. Accuracy, sensitivity and
a
specific
city using W
Words-only ((A) versus tthe-rest (AL
LL-A).
Average of 10 rounds of random
m sampling with
w 95% con
nfidence inte
erval (±).
%
NB/EM
J48
SVM/z-sc
core
SVM/linea
ar scaling
NN/z-sco
ore
NN/linearr scaling

Word
d only feature
e (A)
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
97.52 ± 0.6 99.64 ± 0.6 95.82 ± 0.6
86.5 ± 0.5 81.15 ± 0.5 92.32 ± 0.5
71.4 ± 1.0 69.74 ± 1.0 73.29 ± 1.0
49.47
4
± 0.2
0
100
48.60
4
± 0.3
0
100
49.55
4
± 0.2
0
100

The rest (AL
LL-A)
Accuracy
y Sensitivitty Specificity
89.19 ± 0.6
6 98.71 ± 0.6 83.33 ± 0
0.6
88.27 ± 0.5
5 91.85 ± 0.5 88.30 ± 0
0.5
89.05 ± 1.0
0 97.05 ± 1.0 84.10 ± 1
1.0
49.5 ± 0.2
2
0
100
52.6 ± 0.3
3
0
100
49 ± 0.2
0
100

ained only with
w the Word
ds feature (A
A), the NB/E
EM model wa
as equally e
effective as itt was
When tra
with all 12 features available.
a
Fo
or the word-only model (A), our NB/EM perform
med best forr both
cificity, follow
wed by J48
8 and SVM//z-score cla
assifiers. Fo
or the non-w
words
sensitivity and spec
ALL-A), NB/E
EM performe
ed best for sensitivity w
while J48 too
ok top hono
ors for speciificity.
model (A
NB/EM, J48,
J
and SV
VM/z-score achieved
a
sim
milar accuraccy when trained without the word fe
eature
(the-rest;; ALL–A). This
T
might suggest
s
thatt the-rest atttributes are
e unnecessa
ary and thuss the
feature model
m
can be
b reduced to the sing
gle feature. However, tthis is not tthe case ass this
suggestio
on presume
es the testt sentence always co
ontains fam
miliar words. These re
esults
demonstrate that the
e NB/EM mo
odel, relying on its otherr 11 featuress, can deterrmine a senttence
ation to 89% accuracy ev
ven when no
o recognizab
ble words arre present.
classifica
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4.2 Evaluation of Web Page Classification Accuracy
In this section, we present the experiments we performed in order to evaluate the accuracy of
our approach to classifying Web pages using the True/False ratio of labeled sentence blocks. It
is at this step where our Deal Crawler decides on whether the visited page is one of interest
(deal) by comparing the calculated True/False ratio against a predetermined threshold (equation
3). Through a series of three experiments, we highlight the challenges a crawler encounters
when attempting to identify pages as either deal or non-deal. First, we present an experiment
aimed at assessing the page-level accuracy of the proposed classifier, i.e., its ability to correctly
classify an entire Web page as deal vs. no-deal. Second, we describe an experiment aimed at
evaluating the classifier’s ability to handle ambiguous terms. Third, we demonstrate the
classifier’s ability to re-classify search results as deal versus non-deal, and to re-rank those
search results based on the presence of deals.
For this first experiment, we arbitrarily chose 42 Web pages that were clearly of our target deal
domain (true). We counter-balanced these with an equally sized set of Web pages of non-deal
status (false). This testing sample was not part of the corpus and consequently was never
before seen by our model. For these 84 Web pages a true/false ratio was calculated using a
true-false ratio Γ of 1.0 and the deal-sentence confidence threshold τ of 90%. Our
justification for these default threshold values is tested in Section 4.5.
Table 6 gives a summary of the observations. The worst 6 true/false ratios from the deal group
are showcased with the best 6 ratios of the no-deal class sorted from high to low. The table
reveals two mislabelled pages with ratios 0.94 and 1.11 respectively and demonstrates the
threshold value of 1.0 Γ is a suitable boundary for this classifier. This threshold value was a
logical selection as it indicates that a Web page requires at least as many true blocks as it has
false blocks.
Table 6. The first 6 rows present the worst true/false ratios obtained in the group of deal pages,
while the next 6 rows show the best ratios taken from the no-deal group.
LABEL
Deal
Deal
Deal
Deal
Deal
Non-Deal
Deal
Non-Deal
Non-Deal
Non-Deal
Non-Deal
Non-Deal

(T)
32
9
22
17
132
20
16
11
24
5
20
22

(F)
16
5
13
13
114
18
17
13
31
7
28
33

(T/F)
2
1.8
1.69
1.31
1.16
1.11
0.94
0.85
0.77
0.714
0.71
0.67

SITE
411travelbuys.ca
Dailycheckout.com
Jewelrydeal.com
Greendeals.org
Dealtime.com
Filmsite.org
Thomascook.ca
Rome.info
Lvoe.ca
Rockyview.ab.ca
Foodnetwork.com
Howto.wired.com

Worst scoring T/F from known
deal pages (T/F≥1.0)

Best scoring T/F from known
non-deal pages (T/F<1.0)
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For the second experiment, we demonstrate how our algorithm can re-evaluate search results
from general purpose search engines (Google/Bing) towards favouring our target domain. We
begin with a simple Google search using only the single term “soap”. Of the top-50 ranked
results, only 12 linked to a Web page of interest to our target domain of daily deals. Table 7 lists
some of particularly interesting results that demonstrate the seemingly ubiquitous use of the
term soap, especially as an acronym.
Table 7. Partial top-50 Google search results for the query “soap”.
Olay® Bar Soap
Simple Object Access Protocol(SOAP) 1.1
SOAPCREATIVE - DIGITAL CREATIVE AGENCY
SOAP- Wikipedia
Soap (TV Series 1977–1981) - IMDb
SoapOpera News and Updates at Soaps.com
SOAP- Society for Obstetric Anesthesia and Perinatology
Apache SOAP- the Apache Web Services™ Project
PHP: SOAP- Manual
SOAP PEAR
SOAP:: Short Oligonucleotide Analysis Package
Project SOAP - The Study of Open Access Publishing
SOAP::Lite for Perl
SOAP2012 - Sable Research Group - McGill University

We labeled these 50 links using the NB/EM classifier. The results are given in Table 8. The
table shows no false positives with 100% precision and 67% recall. The strategy of using
true/false ratio has the added benefit of providing a ranking of evaluated pages; with larger
ratios indicating the potential for a high concentration of product offerings relative to all the other
extraneous content within the page.
Table 8. Confusion matrix for “soap” Web page classification.
NB/EM TRUE
NB/EM FALSE
TOTAL

ACTUAL TRUE
8
True Positive
4
False Negative

ACTUAL FALSE
0
False Positive
38
True Negative

TOTAL
8

12

38

50

42

Table 9 serves to demonstrate the potential for our approach as a ranking method for the set of
visited Web pages. The ideal model is one which gives ratios approaching infinity for those
pages that are actual deals (false → 0) while assigning a ratio of zero to actual non-deal pages
(true → 0).
Table 9. Web pages with highest True/False ratios.
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Web Page
Upper Canada Soap
Soap.com: Health & Beauty Products
Soap & More
Handmade Soap – Rocky Mountain Soap
Olay Soap
ThinkGeek: Shower Shock Caffeinated Soap
Olay Bar Soap
Natural Soap – Vegitable Soap from Mountain Ski
ThinkGeek: Bacon Soap
Soap – Lush
Welcom to Canwax Inc – Candle & Soap
What is SOAP? – Webopedia

True (T)
4
11
9
40
7
32
6
9
22
24
10
23

False (F)
1
3
4
20
4
19
4
6
20
22
10
27

T/F
4
3.6667
2.25
2
1.75
1.6842
1.5
1.5
1.1
1.0909
1
0.8519

In our third experiment we expand the above “soap” test by selecting 10 product terms
frequently seen in deal Websites such as GROUPON. These terms were Googled and their top40 ordinal rank positions observed. The top-40 was re-ranked by the true-false (T/F) ratio,
similar as in the “soap” experiment. The recall of deal-like pages computed before and after reranking of the top-10, top-20, top-30 and top-40 results, is shown in Table 10.
Table 10. The recall measure computed before and after re-ranking of top-10, top-20, top-30
and top-40 ordinal rankings.

Indoor tanning
Laser eye correction
Facials
Canada travel
Daycares
Italian food
Acupuncture treatments
Christmas trees
Dry cleaning
Smartphones

Google Original Ranking
Top-10 Top-20 Top-30 Top-40
0.0(0)
0.50(2)
0.75(3)
1.0(4)
0.24(6)
0.40(10) 0.72(18) 1.0(25)
0.24(7)
0.52(15) 0.69(20) 1.0(29)
0.20(2)
0.30(3)
0.70(7)
1.0(10)
0.20(3)
0.40(6)
0.60(9)
1.0(15)
0.22(5)
0.48(11) 0.78(18) 1.0(23)
0.17(2)
0.25(3)
0.58(7)
1.0(12)
0.24(6)
0.48(12) 0.72(18) 1.0(25)
0.19(5)
0.44(12) 0.74(20) 1.0(27)
0.26(7)
0.56(15) 0.74(20) 1.0(27)

True/False Ratio Re-ranking
Top-10 Top-20 Top-30 Top-40
0.75(3)
0.75(3)
0.75(3)
1.0(4)
0.24(6)
0.48(12) 0.72(18) 1.0(25)
0.31(9)
0.59(17) 0.79(23) 1.0(29)
0.50(5)
0.80(8)
0.90(9)
1.0(10)
0.47(7)
0.80(12) 0.93(14) 1.0(15)
0.30(7)
0.61(14) 0.83(19) 1.0(23)
0.17(2)
0.50(6)
0.75(9)
1.0(12)
0.36(9)
0.72(18) 0.96(9)
1.0(25)
0.33(9)
0.67(18) 0.89(24) 1.0(27)
0.37(10) 0.67(18) 0.81(22) 1.0(27)

Table 10 demonstrates how general-purpose search engines do not necessarily return pages
that are offering a product or a service even when there is no ambiguity in the terms. For
example, with the term “indoor tanning”, only four results were those of our target domain (deal).
The others included pages on the health controversy of indoor tanning, the skin cancer, and
legislation limiting indoor tanning use by minors. Consequently, the original ordinal ranking by
Google listed none of our target domain four pages in the top-10. After re-ranking by the T/F
ratio, three of the four target domain links appeared in the top-10 (recall 0.75). Figure 9
illustrates the improvement in recall based on our approach, i.e., after T/F re-sorting of the 10
sample phrases for top-10, top-20, and top-30 ordinal positions. We exclude the top-40 in this
graph since the recall is always 1.0 as shown in Table 10.
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Figure 9. Recall improvement (∆ = after-before) for top-10, top-20, and top-30 for sampled
terms.

4.3 Evaluation of the Segmentation and Localization Algorithms
The experimental set for this evaluation came from Section 4.2 which comprises 42 individual
deal Web pages each from a different Web site. These 42 positive deal Web pages accounted
for 1,402 individual product offerings identified by human reviewers.
The criteria used for determining whether the segmentation/localization process was successful
were as follows:
Criteria 1: A block is correctly localized as a deal if and only if the block makes reference to
exactly one product offering. If the block contains information for more than a single deal then it
was under-partitioned and should have undergone further segmentation in order to have its
contents split into individual deals.
Criteria 2: Because the descriptiveness of a deal will vary significantly across Web sites, the
minimum amount of information necessary for a product offering is the name of the product and
its price. Blocks that do not meet this minimum are considered to be over-partitioned and an
indication of the failure of either the sanity check stopping criteria or a failure of the tree pruning
algorithm (Section 3.3).
Criteria 3: A block that satisfies criteria 1 and 2 but makes reference to the same deal as one or
more siblings will only get credit for correctly classifying the deal once.
We proposed the use of the general heuristic rules of section 3.3 to aid in meeting this criteria.
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We summarize the results in Table 11 sorted by descending F-score. Based on the evaluation
criteria outlined above, the experiment demonstrated favorable results with the overall F-score
of 0.903. The algorithm correctly identified 1,282 deals with 154 misclassifications (false
positives). Not surprisingly, the best results were with sites whose Web pages appeared to be
dynamically generated through a local database that applied a consistent template layout. Since
our segmentation algorithm (see Algorithm 1) relies on long frequent patterns of HTML
sequences, correctly identifying the template pattern tend to yield high performance.
Table 11. Deal localization statistics for 42 parsed Web pages.
Site
Dailynews.com
Trackdailydeals.com
Deals.com
Dealextreme.com
Mydealbag.com
(32 sites aggregated)
Sidebuy.com
Music123.com
Dealfrenzy.com
Elivedeals.com
Rubywallet.com
Totals/Averages:

Actual Deals
8
13
25
52
246

950

9
20
5
53
21
1402

AI Deals Right Wrong
8
8
0
13
13
0
25
25
0
53
52
1
238
238
0
TOP 5

970
869
101
BOTTOM 5

17
9
8
13
11
2
10
5
5
64
39
25
25
13
12
1436
1282
154

Prec.
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.981
1.000

Recall
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.967

F-score
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.990
0.983

0.896

0.915

0.905

0.529
0.846
0.500
0.609
0.520
0.893

1.000
0.550
1.000
0.736
0.619
0.914

0.692
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.565
0.903

4.4 Feature Analysis
We supplement the experiments of section 4.1, with feature sensitivity analysis on the-rest
attributes (i.e., all the features except the Words feature) to determine the importance of
individual features and to identify opportunities for a reduced set of attributes. Recall that for
notational simplicity, the features given in Table 2 are labeled from A to L, and the overall set of
features is referred to as ALL.
We utilized a common technique of recursive feature elimination in which a model is retrained
and tested with one less feature from its current set [Li & Yang, 2005]. Beginning with the
current ‘best’ base set of features defined as the-rest (ALL–A), we generate 11 new models
from the random set of 2000 positive and 2000 negative samples, each having one feature less
than the base, and re-test these models using ten rounds of random samples of size 300
positive and 300 negative sentences. Table 12 gives the results.
The results indicate that the feature ner_moneyI (G) has the greatest impact on accuracy.
Recall, this feature is the count of the tags identified by named entity recognizer as being of type
currency. Interestingly, the feature sym_DollarAvg (I), which is the average dollar amount of the
currency tags, does not seem to influence the model. Together, these observations suggest that
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any dollar amount is significant to the model over the actual price of any particular product. The
feature ner_dateI (B) also has certain level of impact, as its removal results in a 4% drop in
accuracy. This is expected since product promotions are often conditional on the date they
begin and expire. Finally, the model that omits sym_SYM_posI (ALL-A-L) improves the
classification accuracy slightly from the base of 89.19% to 90.13%.
Table 12 also includes Pearson correlation tests between the base model (ALL-A) and the other
reduced-by-one models. Models with Pearson’s correlation close to zero indicate that the
models behave independently; values close to +1 indicate the models are similar in behavior,
while values approaching -1 indicate they behave inversely to each other. For example, the
model ALL-A-K has a Pearson coefficient of 0.96 indicating that the removal of the feature
sym_CD_posI (K) from the-rest base model (ALL-A), results in a model that is very similar to its
base.
Table 12. Recursive feature elimination for the-rest (ALL–A) model.
Pearson
0.7

NB/EM Model
Base: the-rest (ALL-A)
Ner_dateI(ALL-A-B)

%
89.19
84.98

∆
-4.21

89.66

0.47

89.20

0.01

89.30

0.11

89.64

0.45

68.12

-21.07

89.38

0.19

88.92

-0.27

89.76

0.57

89.62

0.73

90.13

0.94

Ex: January 1, 2013

0.87

Ner_organizationI(ALL-A-C)

0.98

Ner_timeI(ALL-A-D)

Ex:Ryerson University
Ex:12:45 pm

0.89

Ner_locationI(ALL-A-E)
Ex: Vancouver, BC, Canada

0.95

Ner_percentageI(ALL-A-F)
Ex:100%

0.14

Ner_moneyI(ALL-A-G)
Ex: $1000

0.86

Ner_personI(ALL-A-H)
Ex:John Smith

0.86

Sym_DollarAvgI(ALL-A-I)
Ex:42.13 (avg $)

0.72

Sym_PercentAvgI(ALL-A-J)
Ex:50.25 (avg %)

0.96

Sym_CD_posI(ALL-A-K)
Ex: 5 (any number)

0.79

Sym_SYM_posI(ALL-A-L)
Ex:!, #, ?, +

We repeat the elimination using the new local maximum of (ALL-A-L) as the base. At the end of
the iteration, the performance of the reduced-by-one models is examined for an improvement
from the base. The next iteration of eliminations occurs if a better or equal reduced model is
found. Algorithm 2 outlines the elimination procedure.
Input: A trained NB/EM model β
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Output: A feature reduced model of equal or better accuracy than β
Algorithm:
1. Begin with base NB/EM model (β) with all the features.
2. Compute base model accuracy (δ).
3. Let ηbest ← null
4. Let ƒ be the set of features of β
5. FOR feature ʋ in ƒ DO
5.1 Train new model (η) without feature ʋ. η←β \ ʋ
5.2 Compute accuracy (t) for model η.
5.3 IF t

δ THEN

5.3.1 Let δ ← t
5.3.2 Let ηbest ← η
5.4 END IF
6. END FOR /* NEXT feature ʋ */
7. IF ηbest NOT null THEN
7.1 β←ηbest
7.2 goto step 3
8. END IF

Algorithm 2. The search for the best feature reduced NB/EM model.
The most accurate model reduced from the-rest base was observed when features
sym_SYM_posI (L) and ner_timeI (D) were removed giving the 90.27% accuracy; an
improvement of 1.08% from the-rest base. Although this improvement is nominal, the difference
translates to an additional 11 mis-classifications per 1000 sentences and consequently may
skew the true/false ratio of deal versus no-deal sentences used to determine the overall label of
a Web page. Future follow-up experimentation involves a comparison of results presented in
tables 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11 with the results for the feature-reduced model (ALL-A-L-D) to
quantitatively observe the effects of the 1.08% differential.

4.5 Parameter Settings
Recall that the proposed classification method involves two threshold values: the minimum
probability a sentence block must achieve for a deal label (τ), and the minimum true/false block
ratio an entire Web page has to have to be classified as a deal (Γ). Our threshold values are
0.90 and 1.0, respectively. They have been chosen based on observations of numerous test
runs. In this section, we examine the appropriateness of these selections.
To test the minimum probability sentence block threshold (τ), we selected 29,332 sentences
with balanced deal/no-deal distribution at random from our corpus (section 3.1). We then
computed the classification accuracy for this set using thresholds from 1 to 100 at 10 percent
intervals. The results are presented on Figure 10 showing peaks of 94.5% for threshold values
of 80 and 90 percent.
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EM can also compensates for an unbalanced training set of positive and negative examples
[Tsuruoka & Tsujii, 2003], and allows for incomplete training samples with missing or unknown
attributes to be included in the analysis. Acquiring the positive samples for training was
straightforward thanks to the deal database provided by our industrial partner. Conversely,
sufficient numbers of negative samples for training is sometimes a challenge, but was not the
case with our classifier since it operates at the sentence level. Yu et al. [2002] tackled the
problem of negative training samples with an SVM classifier that used labeled positive examples
intermixed with unlabeled pages. In our method, negative samples were easily gathered from
Project Guttenberg containing thousands of sentences suitable as counter-examples. From
these samples, the features of Table 2 were chosen by the need for efficient computation due to
the deal crawler’s functional requirement of quick identification of a possible deal source. Thus,
deeper analysis techniques such as semantic role labeling were avoided due to their time and
computational overhead, although a limited use of those techniques in the manner suggested in
[Ciaramita et al., 2008] is planned for the future work. Furthermore, features derived from the
visual appearance of a Web Page such as the location of HTML tags and the colors used in the
page were avoided given the heterogeneity of the visual styles used in different daily deal
websites. Our experience showed that not only the visual representation styles of daily deal
websites are mutually different, but also a single daily deal website could undergo dramatic
visual representation changes in short periods of time. Moreover, the inclusion of such features
would prevent us from using resources such as Project Guttenberg as a negative sample
training source.
In section 4, we conducted various experiments to test the effectiveness of our model’s binary
classification, page segmentation, and deal localization abilities. Utilizing equation 2 with
0.90, we observed our sentence-level classification accuracy (Section 4.1) was highest with
our NB/EM model followed by Decision Tree (J48) then Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Neural Network (NN) using the same Table 2 features.
We also observed a significant disparity in accuracy between NB/EM and J48 versus SVM and
NN models which may be attributed to numerous conditions. The structure of a sample vector
for SVM and NN models are significantly different from NB/EM and J48. Specifically, SVM and
NN use a sparse vector of attributes where each attribute position corresponds to a recognized
word and its frequency count plus additional 11 attributes for the-rest features. This results in a
large vector of attributes based on the words encountered during training. For example, for the
sampling of 4,000 sentences, the vector averaged 1,811 attributes (1,800 unique words plus 11
static the-rest attributes). In contrast, NB/EM and J48 models can represent the Words feature
in a single attribute thus having a simpler model representation of a fixed 12-attribute vector.
Although this sparseness does not necessarily represent a problem, particularly for SVMs
where sparse feature vectors are commonly used, this situation presents a few considerations
of its own. First, the size of the training set may need to be larger in order to produce sufficient
unique vectors to adequately train the model. SVMs operate by finding a maximal separating
hyperplane across multiple dimensions. A 1,811-attribute vector requires a separation plane for
1,811 dimensions, thus potentially requiring a larger training set to achieve a well-represented
separation. Second, the importance of vector normalization is well-known in such ML models,
hence the significant impact observed in accuracy with the change of normalization methods:
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linear versus z-score. These considerations appear to have been realized in Table 5 with the
removal of the Words feature. In this test, the vector attribute length shrunk from 1,811 down to
a fixed 11 (the-rest) - resulting in identical vector of attributes for NB/EM, J48 and SVM. This
reduction, combined with z-score normalization, gave SVM the same level of accuracy as
NB/EM and J48. Comparatively, the NN model may benefit from a combination of different
selection of parameters such as a change in activation function, number of hidden layers,
number of neurons per layer, adjusted learning rate as well as a different normalization method
and larger sample training size. Further investigation is needed but the number of model
parameter adjustments necessary make this model difficult to tweak.
For assessing the Web Page classification capability (Section 4.2), our first experiment
examined the accuracy of a deal or non-deal determination using equation 3 and an arbitrarily
chosen tunable threshold Γ. The experiment concluded that a threshold Γ 1.0 performed well
with only two misclassifications of 84 Web Pages tested. In the second experiment, we googled
the ambiguous term “soap” and used our method successfully as a filter to remove suggestions
that were not of our target product domain and demonstrated how the value of equation 3 can
be used as a measure of the strength of the deal/no-deal classification decision. In the third
experiment, we rank the computed ratio of a deal classification for a set of Web Page
candidates. Instead of a binary true/false determination, we ignore the threshold Γ and
alternatively sort the value of equation 3 from high to low thus demonstrating the re-ordering
potential of our algorithm.
In section 4.3 we test our method’s ability to segment and localize regions of a Web Page into
deal and non-deal areas. Our segmentation technique involves directing the Web page classifier
to bounded areas of a Web Page via recursive division; a technique also utilized by Cao et al.
[2010] in what they described as their “iterative shrinking and dividing” strategy. These bounded
areas are defined by the longest frequent patterns (LFPs) of HTML sequences within each
region. Hwang et al. [2008] also searched for LFPs in an attempt to transform Web Pages into a
mobile device friendly layout. Instead of LFPs, Mahmud et al. [2007] employed SVM to identify
segments of “importance” based on the context of a surrounding link. Our deal localization
strategy involves pruning through a set of heuristic rules (Section 3.3) to ensure the identified
region satisfies the requirement of one deal per region. Yu et al. [2003] merged heuristic rules
with VIPS for block extraction and boundary detection in order to discard sections of the Web
page with little or no semantic substance, while Yin and Lee [2005] constructed a graph model
that labels regions into one of five explicit categories.
In section 4.4 we investigate the effectiveness of the features of Table 2 and propose a featurereduce-by-one method (Algorithm 2) to simplify the model and improve accuracy. Hsu & Lu
[2008] used an increase-by-one selection method also based on Pearson Correlation
Coefficient and a distance function, while Selamat et al. [2003] used Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) for reducing the feature set. It can be shown that the number of models to train
using Algorithm 2 is bounded by the equation:
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2

4

where n is the number of features of the base model. In our circumstance, this gives 66 models
which is a substantial reduction from the total search space of 4,095 models we would obtain by
combining in all possible ways the 12 features presented in Table 2. If this reduced set is still
too large, Pearson’s coefficient may be used to selectively limit the features in the next iteration.
Namely, only those features that exceed a determined Pearson’s threshold would advance to
the next iteration. It is also important to mention that this algorithm is a greedy hill-climbing
algorithm that may converge to a local maxima.
Our proposed model depends on two tunable parameters: the deal sentence threshold τ for
equation 2 and the

ratio threshold Γ of equation 3. For completeness we conclude our

tests by empirically justifying our chosen threshold defaults of τ 0.90 and Γ 1.0 (Section
4.5). We end our discussion with Table 13 summarizing our classification, segmentation, and
localization methods alongside similar methods in literature.

Table 13. A summary of various classification, segmentation and feature analysis methods.
Authors
Jcuzzola et al.

Selamat et al. [2003]

Hsu & Lu. [2008]

Yu et al. [2002]

Fiol-Roig et al. [2011]
Mahmud et al. [2007]
Kohlschutter and Nejdl
[2008]
Hwang et al. [2008]
Cao et al. [2010]
Yu et al. [2003]
Yin and Lee [2005]

Classification Method

Segmentation Method

Feature Analysis

NB/EM model examining
natural language at
sentence level.
Multiple category
classification for sports
articles with neural net

Recursive application of
classification model on LFP with
heuristic rules.

Reduce-by-one using
PCC.
Principal Component
Analysis (PCA).
Increase-by-one with
Euclidean Distance and
PCC.

SVM to search for
disease-causing genes.
SVM that used labeled
positive examples
intermixed with unlabeled
pages.
Multiple variants of
decision trees.
SVM to identify segments based
on the context of a surrounding
link.
Text-based relying on a text
density metric.
Segmentation using LFP pattern
matching.
Recursive division. Iterative
shrinking and dividing.
Heuristic rules with VIP.
Graph model that labels regions
into categories.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented our research related to the development and evaluation of a
unique framework for the classification of Web pages based on the presence of daily deal
information, and for localizing such information within each page classified as a deal page. The
presented methods function in a semi-supervised manner, without prior knowledge of the
structure or the content of the Web pages being considered. Therefore, the proposed solution is
capable of reducing the heavy reliance on human intervention for finding daily deals, which is
one of the greatest challenges faced by the current deal aggregators.
Our future work will involve extracting structured property value pair data from the deal-identified
regions. We will leverage well known ontologies and knowledge bases from specific subject
domains, available on the Web as Linked Open Data3, to add semantic meta-data to localized
deals. We will further incorporate natural language processing to identify entities such as
persons, locations, organizations and similar, and link them to the chosen ontologies. We are
developing disambiguation algorithms to match these entities to the most-likely ontology
concepts; then through pattern-matching and statistical analysis identify property/value
attributes suitable for the product identified. The goal is to draw correspondences between the
textual descriptions and the concept properties in such a way that the values for concept
properties can be derived from the localized text.
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